
How to “work” a muddy infield for game play
Hemlock 1 - Hemlock 2 - Aiken 1 - Aiken 2 - Wilson Field

The following procedure should be used when attempting to salvage a field and prepare it for
play after substantial rainfall.  It is not required that coaches attempt to fix a muddy field.  As
always, GTAA expects coaches/volunteers to make sensible decisions when considering
whether or not a field can be played on. If a coach is not comfortable completing the work
as described below or simply does not have the time, then it is asked the playing surface
be left as is and games canceled or calls for assistance be made.  If help is available, the
steps outlined below should be followed to the best of one's ability.

1. Remove standing water.
a. Using a shop vac, siphon, field pump, or the available puddle pillows remove as

much of the standing water from the playing surface as possible.
i. This will require you to walk into the muddy field.  Do your best to limit the

scope of your path as these footprints will need fixed later in the process.
ii. IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, AVOID USING A  BROOM OR SQUEEGEE TO

REMOVE PUDDLES.  THIS ONLY DEEPENS THE LOW SPOTS AND
DISPLACES MORE OF THE PLAYING SURFACE.

2. With all of the standing water removed, carefully rake the wet/muddy surface
a. Open up the surface of the field where the puddles sat.  This opens them up to

the air and will allow the field dry to be more effective.
b. Be careful not to let the rake dig in and push or pull large amounts of mud.

3. With the problem spots raked opened up, field dry can be applied.
a. Field dry should only be applied to overly wet/muddy and soft spots.
b. A LITTLE FIELD DRY GOES A LONG WAY.  DO NOT OVER APPLY.
c. Recommended application:  Open a bag of field dry and fill an empty 5 gallon

bucket half way.  Holding the bucket under one arm, use a flicking motion to
spread a skim coating of field dry across the problem spots.

i. https://youtu.be/5zE_IqydCg8?t=55
d. Allow a few minutes for the field dry to work.  Then using a rake gently work the

area again to mix the field dry deeper into the soil.
e. Apply more field dry if necessary.

4. Rake the rest of the field as needed.
a. After heavy rains, problem spots will need to be addressed first.  However, if the

field is soft all over, use a large field rake to open up and aerate the surface.  This
will speed up the drying process and improve the playing surface of the whole
field.

b. Any deep footprints left while completing the first few steps will need to be raked
out and leveled as well.

5. After these steps have been taken, if the playing surface is dry and firm enough to be
played on, hand pull the metal drag mat across the field.  This will even out the playing
surface and return it to the clean look you expect to see.

6. Play Ball!
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